Grammar Skill Compound Sentences
_
_
Spelling Skill The ŭ, yoo, and oo Sounds
ANNOTATED
VERSION

Correct two sentences each day.
1. looking for underwater treasure is not dul?
2. a feu shipwrecks have never been found.
3. One ship hit an iceberg and the crew could not pumpe
out the water.
4. The band played a famous toon as the ship was sinking
5. Some people were put into lifeboats but the trooth is that
many were left behind.

6. A Sailor had dun his duty when he helped mrs. becker
into a lifeboat with her two children

8. Is it treu that twelve hundred people were lost at sea.
9. The ship was do in New York but it never arrived?
10. There was a huge hole in the ship and the motor shutt
down?
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7. on the night the boat sank, a cold wind bleu.
TRANSPARENCY 1–23

JOURNEYS Finding the Titanic

Daily Language Practice

Grammar Skill Compound Sentences
_
_
Spelling Skill The ŭ, yoo, and oo Sounds
ANNOTATED
VERSION

Correct two sentences each day.
1. looking for underwater treasure is not dul?
Looking for underwater treasure is not dull.

2. a feu shipwrecks have never been found.
A few shipwrecks have never been found.

3. One ship hit an iceberg and the crew could not pumpe
out the water.
One ship hit an iceberg, and the crew could not pump out the water.

4. The band played a famous toon as the ship was sinking
The band played a famous tune as the ship was sinking.

5. Some people were put into lifeboats but the trooth is that
many were left behind.
Some people were put into lifeboats, but the truth is that many were left
behind.

6. A Sailor had dun his duty when he helped mrs. becker
into a lifeboat with her two children
A sailor had done his duty when he helped Mrs. Becker into a lifeboat with
her two children.

On the night the boat sank, a cold wind blew.

8. Is it treu that twelve hundred people were lost at sea.
Is it true that twelve hundred people were lost at sea?

9. The ship was do in New York but it never arrived?
The ship was due in New York, but it never arrived.

10. There was a huge hole in the ship and the motor shutt
down?
There was a huge hole in the ship, and the motor shut down.
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